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Clun Mill Youth Hostel     1932 to present   
 
The Mill, Clun, Craven Arms, Shropshire SY7 8NY 

Historic County: Shropshire  YHA Regions: Birmingham & Mid-
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A wall display at Clun’s iconic youth hostel describes its early history as a mill for grinding flour:  

Evidence of Clun’s watermills dates back to the Domesday book. Although the origins of this particular mill are 
not known, the damming of the shallow valley to the north of the town which created Clun Pool made it possible 
to build a mill on the site. The fact that this building is still here today is thanks largely to the Earl of Powis, who 
funded a major reconstruction of the flour mill in 1851. 
 

Much of the machinery which can be seen here is more than a century old, and even the old kiln remains intact. 
The turbine installed during 1851 and 1852 to drive the millstones is of a very early design and few of its type now 
survive. 
 

By the 1890s, Clun Mill was competing with huge modern steam-powered roller mills at the ports and in cities. 
These mills soon took over the flour trade and Clun Mill spent its last working years milling oats for local farmers. 

 
In 1302, two watermills were working in Clun, and in 1677 and 1715 two cornmills and a fulling mill are mentioned. 
The full mill site referred to in 1677 may be this site.  
 
Local industrial historian Andrew Martyr dates the Victorian refurbishment to 1850 and has kindly provided further 
information on the refit that replaced the original overshot waterwheel: the YHA building houses what is very 
probably the last virtually complete turbine installation in the world incorporating a rotor and control-gear 
manufactured to the design of the Glasgow-based engineers Whitelaw and Stirrat. Part of this remains on display 
today. 
 
YHA’s annual report of 1982 asserted further that the mill dated in part from 1772 and had last been used 
commercially in dates variously given as 1920 and 1926. It was given a new lease of life in 1932 when it became one of 
Britain’s first youth hostels, one of those famously supported by the Birmingham Region’s influential President, John 
Cadbury, who had nominated himself to act as one of the region’s three volunteer wardens. 
 

 
A very early postcard of Clun Mill Youth Hostel. The oldest part of the building is the taller gable with the sack-hoist door on the 

first floor between the windows. A lovely wrought iron triangle sign on a post invites members in (author’s collection) 
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Clun Mill was not the Birmingham Region’s first proposition for a hostel in the little town, however: early in 1932 
the committee looked at the Temperance Hall, but found the prospect impossible. By May Clun Mill was being 
investigated, and the hostel opened with typical speed for this era, on 15th July 1932, with an official opening both 
here and at the new Ludlow Hostel the following day. The first warden was Mrs Cleeton, who lived at the Lake House, 
opposite the Mill. 
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1: early photograph of the hostel entrance; 2: Clun Common Room in the very early days, 1932. This shows cyclist Charles King 

(who represented GB in the 1936 Berlin Olympics) at the mill. The large metal-topped table is thought to be from Cadbury’s 
factory; it survived until 1982. It was common for one of the mill’s early wardens to sleep on this table and keep a pile of wood 
chips to throw at the rats in the night (an anonymous captioned illustration from one of the wall displays at Clun Mill, 2015); 

3: a regional leaflet from the very early days; 4: a regional guide extract from 1939. Note the different warden’s location; 
5: the entry for Clun hostel in the 1938 national handbook (YHA Archive) 

 
The hostel operated during each year of the war, subject to the usual uncertainties, being requisitioned by the Sub-
Area Quartering Commandant for a time in autumn 1940. It was released back to YHA on 26th July 1941.  
 
Freda Whittaker included Clun in her article On Collecting Hostels in Rucksack Magazine, Midsummer 1941: 

Down at Clun, one chilly April, we had the beamed old mill entirely to ourselves, and took advantage of this privacy 
to heat large quantities of water and have a stand-up bath before a roaring fire. 
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Four pre-war images of the delightfully bucolic hostel. 1: Roy Dixon was a notably good photographer and offered his services 

free of charge to the fledgling Birmingham Region from the very beginning. His sepia postcards are beautifully crisp. Here, Clun 
hostel has a backdrop of lovely Shropshire rolling hills; 2&3; amateur photographs are equally important to the YHA Archive. 

Here, hostellers are using the primitive kitchen facilities; 4: another beautifully composed photograph, with a ramshackle  
lean-to store just about supporting a ‘netty’ or earth-toilet. There were no en suites here just yet (YHA Archive)  
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A cheerful study of a hostelling group at the entrance door to Clun hostel, from the extensive Laurie Landon photographic 
collection recently donated to the YHA Archive by Lindsey Porter. It dates from September 1939, by which time Laurie was 
already particularly active in cycling, hostelling, photography and organising hostel trips. Here he is on the left of the group. 

 

The timber panel under the right-hand window is of interest. Before the YHA era, if water pressure was too low to drive the 
turbine machinery, a traction engine would be brought in, parked here, and a belt drive taken through the hatch to the 

machinery beyond. 
 
YHA has been no stranger to articles in ‘County’-style magazines through the decades. Jayne Tonkin contributed an 
article in such a publication, title unknown, about 1950, and enthused about Clun: 

These Youth Hostellers see Shropshire in the best – the ‘By-way’ – way 
Five interesting houses which offer them shelter 

 

Very different from both Wilderhope and Ludford is the quiet little hostel at Clun. In the Regional Literature, 
people are advised not to come to Clun if they want running water, electric light and modern conveniences, and 
provided meals. But for those who like the idea of staying in an old mill in one of the most picturesque parts of 
Shropshire, who like the twilight or early morning ramble over the fields to get milk or drinking water, in short, 
for those who really like to absorb rural life, then Clun is a good place. 
 

The mattresses of Clun are a byword among hostellers for comfort and the kitchen is the dream of the self-cooker. 
Clun has a brave array of glittering primus stoves, a generous number of saucepans, frying pans, plates, and cups 
and saucers. There are tin openers, frying slices, tea strainers and so on. The newest addition to equipment is a 
number of soup plates. The place is spotless for here, as in every hostel, the visitors clean the house up before going 
in the morning. All has to be spick and span by ten o’clock. 
 

A ladder to the girls’ dormitory leads out of the sitting room which used, in the old days to be the room where the 
flour bags were assembled. The old millstones have been kept and flag the floor. The men’s dormitory is up another 
ladder which one reaches by a door outside the living room part of the building. This, in other times, was where 
the grain was dried. The large old-fashioned baking oven and fire can be seen below. Fresh air blows into both the 
dormitories by the opened half of a waisted door through which the flour bags were passed up and down. The 
men’s wash house is where originally the mill ponies were stabled. The scrubbed, clean white basins fit very neatly 
in the old trough! 
 

For well over a century, Clun Mill served farmers and cottagers in a wide district but in 1932 it closed down and 
Mr AM Rawlings started negotiations for its conversion into a hostel. It is the property of Mr Price Jones and 
leased to the Youth Hostels Association. The warden, Mrs Emily Bright, is a well-known personality to visitors 
there. She did two years of office work before the war when she left for munitions work. Now she has been at her 
old post again for the past three years. Although she lives a short distance away, she keeps an eagle eye on the hostel’s 
welfare and it is definitely prospering. There are many members of the Association who prefer the refreshing 
atmosphere of this simple type of hostel rather than the hotel idea of some of the larger ones. 
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Early post-war images: 1-3: Mary Jephcott enjoyed a long lifetime of youth hostelling and her extensive contribution to the YHA 
Archive recalls her adventures with small parties of schoolgirls from the Birmingham area. Her first and second photographs  

here are dated 1947 and the third, where she stands on the left of the photograph, about 1958.  
Mary was such an active supporter of YHA. She died in 2022;  

 

4: Sylvia Errington’s atmospheric and humorous photograph of hostellers exchanging ideas, and perhaps a drenching from a 
bucket, seems to date from about the same time as Mary’s second image; the attraction of a first-storey half-door (now a safe 
feature in bedroom 2) is common to both. Sylvia and her husband Don were closely involved with the workings of youth hostels 
in the Midland Region; he became Regional Secretary for the Group and is seen attending a ceremony at Clun on a later page. 

In some of these photographs, the attic window is boarded up, possibly a war-time measure,  
and the enamel triangle sign is of an old pattern. 
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Pat Packham travelled extensively around hostels from her Welsh base, and contributed many fine trip logs, including 
this description of Clun in her A Tour of Central Wales, 20 April 1957: 

It was gone 5pm when we reached 10 Ford Street, which was the address given in the handbook. I knocked but 
received no reply so we set off in opposite directions to look for the hostel. Eventually I found it…after waiting for 
some time a hosteller appeared and told us we had to return to Ford Street to sign in. The warden was a most 
peculiar woman and had no interest in the hostel; she told us not to use the tap in the washroom. We found the 
hostel was a decrepit old place with no running water apart from the forbidden tap. Two male hostellers fetched 
water from the village, in a tank which leaked. 
 

[Next morning…] In the early hours of the morning a mouse could be heard running around the room. I knew 
that I had not fastened my rucksack and was hoping that the mouse would not spend the night in it. I turned over 
and tried to make a noise loud enough to frighten the mouse but not enough to wake the other hostellers. 

 
Youth Hosteller Magazine of November 1962 told how working parties from West Birmingham Group had refloored 
the men’s dormitories and built false ceilings. Bringing mains water was also on the volunteer group’s agenda. Until 

1965 the water ‘supply’ consisted of a water trolley taken to the first house in the village (this had 
a tap outside). There were no flush toilets, just outside Elsans, one to the side of the shed and one 
where the extension was later built. Hot water finally came to Clun Mill in 1982. Lighting was 
provided by paraffin and cooking was all done on primus stoves. 
 
Left: Clun’s 1960s pin badge is, rather unexpectedly in view of the hostel’s longevity, rather a rarity 

 
After the war, YHA frequently converted its tenancies into relatively inexpensive property acquisitions: on 8th May 
1974, after more than 40 years’ use, the Association purchased Clun hostel freehold for £6,000. Half the cost came 
from the Small Hostels Fund and half from the Region.  
 
The author stayed at Clun hostel in 1975, and noted that the warden’s quarters were a caravan, as was commonplace 
in Wales in those days. It was possibly the one peeping out from the left side of the hostel in the first image below. 
 
Hostelling News magazine of Summer 1982 described the special 50th birthday celebrations of the hostel: 

Christine Carter has resigned as warden of Clun Mill to take up a full-time post at the hospital where she formerly 
worked part-time. During her nine years as warden, she established a reputation for her endeavours towards the 
care and preservation of the building and machinery. The mill celebrates its 50th anniversary as a hostel this year. 
Still in place is a ‘reaction waterwheel’ or turbine supplied from Scotland in 1851. Windows have been fitted in 
the common room and girl’s dormitory to give a view of this turbine in its deep pit. 
 

Men’s accommodation is in the mill barn, with a washroom downstairs. The layout of the three dormitories above 
is determined by the position of the grain-drying floor, of which the large brick kiln still survives and is now used 
as a cycle shed. 
 

Still in place is a ‘reaction waterwheel’ or turbine supplied from Scotland in 1851. Windows have been fitted in 
the common room and girls’ dormitory to give a view of this turbine in its deep pit. 

 

 1  2  
1: a large gathering met at Clun hostel in September 1982 to celebrate its 50th anniversary; (author’s collection);  

2: Don Errington unveils a commemorative plaque (YHA Archive)  
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Tony Hartley was a seasoned hosteller, walker and cyclist and contributed much to YHA, not least his anecdotes of 
hostelling and the above front and rear photographs of Clun hostel, from about 1980. He also commented on one of 
his stays here: 

The hostel had a wood burning stove called Little Cherub. The warden here was fearsome.  
 

 
An anonymous photograph of a pony trekking party at Clun hostel, about 1993. Ready to set off to Bleddfa via Offa’s Dyke. 

 
Christine Carter and her successor David Greensmith (1982-92) were steady hands at Clun, guiding the hostel 
through a period of improvements and increased usage in the 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s. The hostel’s capacity rose 
from 26 to 35. The mill building was listed as Grade II in 1985. 
 
Rosina Pinder was a widely-respected warden. For over 30 years she had worked at many youth hostels, mostly simple, 
including Bridport, Broom Hall, East Marden, Wilderhope, Street, Inglesham, Charlbury, and, from 1993 to at least 
1996, Clun. Somewhat later, Duncan Simpson recalled that she was one of those wonderful people that youth hostels 
sometimes had; kind, caring and full of concern for the comfort of anyone staying at the hostel.  Wardens like Rosina 
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often came from being long standing members, who just loved what youth hostels were about, and so made wonderful 
custodians. 
 
In 1994, Rosina set about an historical project to save the derelict isolated cart store in front of the hostel from collapse. 
It dated from 1750 and had been used to hold the carts that brought in the grain, horses being kept in what is now the 
reception. Though English Heritage had given permission to demolish the structure, Rosina whipped up interest and 
funds to save it to be used as a field study room and activity centre by YHA and for use by the local community. She 
described in YHA News of October 1995 how support came from many sources, including John Cadbury: 

I had a very tenuous link with Mrs John Cadbury, in that my late husband, Jeff Davis, and I had been wardens at 
Wilderhope Manor in the 1960s (before the days of electricity and flush toilets) and had the pleasure of meeting 
the late Mr John Cadbury on a number of occasions. I was, therefore, asked to write to Mrs Cadbury to enquire if 
it would be possible for her Trust to contribute and she very kindly gave us £500, despite the fact that the Trust 
had quite recently given £5,000 for the provision of showers and toilets at Clun Mill. 
 

Various local dignitaries also gave their help, as did Clun Parish Council and personal friends. The Community 
Council of Shropshire donated the sum of £1,500, which allowed us to proceed with work to the cart shed and 
also the provision of a toilet off the cycle store, so necessary for campers etc. 
 

In all over £6,000 was raised by late May1995, at which time, to my great joy and satisfaction, the YHA gave me 
permission to ask our architect to instruct the builder and work proceeded apace. The work was completed within 
the six weeks specified, and the builder very kindly agreed to honour his quotation, despite the fact that it was eight 
months old. 

 

    
The cart shed in a ruinous state in the 1990s, and in use as an outdoor store in 2022 (YHA Archive and author’s image) 

 
Rosina concluded her article with a description of recent improvements in the mill building: 

The hostel now has three dormitories (sleeping 11, 8, 5) all with en suite facilities, and the smallest room in 
particular is perfect for families. The beds are new and very comfortable and the rooms airy in warm weather but 
well heated at other times. The common room/dining room retains the old flag-stoned floor and solid fuel stove 
(plus radiators) and an observation window into the works. The members’ kitchen is well equipped. At times when 
the field study room is not in use for its main purpose, it will make a perfect overflow for evening activities. 
 

The new outside toilet and washbasin will be useful for campers, those playing outside, or arriving early, as the 
cycle store off which it is situated acts as a wet weather shelter. The grounds are ideal for play and outdoor eating, 
with Council adventure playgrounds across the road, one of which is designed for young children and the other 
for the more adventurous. 
 

All in all, the perfect traditional hostel brought up to modern-day standards in a sympathetic way, and with a joyful 
atmosphere. 

 
In 2003, with funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund, Advantage West Midlands and other donors, YHA and the 
Midland Wind and Water Mills Group began the work which would restore and reveal Clun Mill’s impressive array 
of mid-19th century milling technology for guests and visitors to admire. 
 
An anonymous press article of 2004 described the work in more detail: 

£90,000 Helps Unveil Mill’s Rare History 
Clun youth hostel offers a fascinating insight into the county’s industrial heritage, thanks in part to the efforts of 
volunteers. In the 1850s, it was one of the most advanced corn mills of its kind. 
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Now, thanks to a £90,000 conservation project and over 200 hours of hard work by the volunteers of the Midland 
Wind and Water Mills Group, the machinery has been cleaned and put on display, and the mill’s history 
painstakingly researched. 
 

Among the mill’s impressive collection of 19th Century technology is the very rare Whitelaw turbine, considered 
to be the most powerful of its day. 
 

A viewing gallery has been created on the first floor to allow youth hostel guests to admire the relics of the mill’s 
heyday, including its huge millstones, as they make their way to their rooms. Nineteenth-century graffiti discovered 
on the walls has been made a feature of the refurbished youth hostel. The common room now resembles the 
original mill stable – including cobbled floor and trough – while the old grain drying kiln will become a mill 
museum. 
 

YHA Chairman Chris Boulton said:  
‘Opening up the building in this way to reveal such wonderful features from its former life will certainly  

enhance the stay of our guests. The mills group have done a superb job and we’re delighted to be part of a  
project which will bring about a greater understanding of the local environment and heritage of Clun.’ 

 

The mills group hope to secure funding to continue the Clun project and to start work on the second floor of the 
building. 

 
 
The official opening was arranged for 13th May 2004. YHA provided further descriptions of the removal of the hostel 
office to reveal the original stable floor and the reversion to an original paint shade for the common room. There was 
a replaced roof and a new side extension, using local materials, to house camping, drying room and laundry facilities. 
 

          
 

 
Upper: a cloth badge from the 1980s is framed by hostel stamps covering over 50 years – CW Mailtland’s stamp from 1961,  
LE Richard’s from 1979 and the author’s from 2015; lower: hostel postcard from the late 20th century. ‘It’s a Youth Hostel’ 

was a popular poster slogan that highlighted the diversity of YHA’s properties (author’s collection) 
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This floorplan dates from the alterations of the early 21st century (adapted from YHA digital plans by the author) 

 
In the first years of the new century, in common with much similar development in YHA, Clun hostel’s wardenship 
had been adapted to be run by volunteers, as at Cockermouth and Boscastle hostels, for instance. It is probably at this 
time that the attic was altered to give comfortable self-contained flat accommodation for visiting staff. The first such 
arrangement was noted in 2000 and 2001, when first Brian Wood and then Clive Allen, managers of the new YHA 
Leominster, were responsible for the supervision of staff and for providing a suitable rota. Though Clive left that post 
in 2002 (later to be manager of YHA Wells-next-the-Sea), the arrangement has continued, with Debbie Bean and 
later Abbie Freeman of YHA Wilderhope overseeing Clun’s operation. It is still in place in 2022, with Andrew Clark, 
manager of YHAs Leominster and Kington, in charge.  
 
In recent years YHA Clun has often operated as an exclusive hire hostel, including for some of the special provision 
during emergence from the Covid epidemic. In 2022, however, various holiday periods have been offered for booking 
by traditional families and individuals. Camping has become more important and systematic with the emergence of 
YHA’s Alternative Accommodation provision. 
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Interior views. 

1: hostel lounge; 2: hostel snug; 3: self-catering kitchen; 4: 8-bed en suite bedroom, number 4 (YHA Archive, 2006); 
5: unveiling of refurbished machinery, lounge, 2004; 6: hostel lounge (adjacent to 5), July 2022 (author);  

7&8: preserved machinery, first floor display (YHA Archive, 2006)  
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 5  6  
More historical artefacts, including the quiet lounge cobbled floor display panel, the kiln for drying wheat and 19th-century items 
in the first floor display, July 2022. The author’s stay at Clun on the 18th and 19th July coincided with record high temperatures 
in Shropshire of 38 degrees. The huge thick walls of Clun Mill offered permanent relief, rather like walking from a furnace into 

a cold store (author’s photographs) 
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Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1932-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 

*: 17 month period; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire and/or camping  
          

… 1931    1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 
… … 145 505 504 686 733 656 811 751 

          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
850 238 782 891 1101 661 687 1268 1472 1372 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
1278 1165 1213 1132 896 891 918 992 803 1135 

          

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
1078 1140 1182 1106 1078 1267 1009 1461 1042 1304 

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
1654 1991 2352 2214 2289 2187 2573 2162 2054 1940 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
2021 1596 1916 2081 2461 2092 open 2105 open 2342 

          

1990 1991 1992  1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
2338 2061 2478* 2516 3122 3350 3943 3790 3844 3795 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
3111 2169 3517 3449 3718 4070 4268 3083 2832 2864 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
2669 3915+ 3696+ 4279+ 3541+ 3762+ 4005+ 3793+ 3216+ 3603+ 

          

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 
 open open+ open+  … … … … … … … 

 
Footnotes 

In his enthusiastic description of the unique machinery still housed at YHA Clun, AJ Martyr offers an intriguing twist 
as to how, perhaps unwittingly at first, YHA came to save such important heritage:  

It is due to YHA’s early shortage of funds and the advocacy of the first wardens that YHA never completely 
stripped out the mill building or removed its machinery, as has happened in every other case where mills have been 
either demolished or converted to private houses. 

 

    
1: exquisite Shropshire countryside; 2: camping is conveniently close to the dedicated lean-to on the right (YHA Archive, 2006)  

 
© John Martin, 2022. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.  


